
LEXUS IGNITION LOCKS 
 

General information as follows: 
 
1.   Key blank references are for the profile only, using one of the more well-known blank 
numbers.    This list does not include all variations of different head shapes, lengths, or 
transponders, the main object is to identify which key profile enters the lock.    
 
2.   Locks are only available coded with keys.      See the separate file on our website for a guide 
as to how to unsecure the rivets to disassemble this type of lock.      
 
3.   Identify which tumblers and keying kits to use according to the separate chart organized by 
the key blank numbers. 
 
Model Years  Key Part description Part no. Notes 

ES250 1990-91 LXP90P Coded cylinder C-30-182  

ES300 1992-96 LXP90P Coded cylinder  C-30-183  

ES300 1997-01 LXP90P 

Coded cylinder  C-30-190  

Cars using locks designed with the small nose on the face of the ignition lock to attach the transponder receiver, 
replacement locks available from Lexus dealers only (some 1999-01 models) 

ES300 / ES330 2002-06 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-503  

ES350 2007-17  Pushbutton start, replacement locks available from Lexus dealers only. 

GS300 1993-97 LXP90P Coded cylinder C-30-184  

GS300, GS400 1998-05 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-191  

GS300, 
GS350, GS430 

2006-19  Pushbutton start, replacement locks available from Lexus dealers only. 

GX470 2003-09 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-507  

IS200, IS300 2001-05 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-195  

IS250, IS350   2006-07 TOY48 Replacement locks available from Lexus dealers only. 

LS400 1990-97 LXP90P Coded cylinder C-30-183 Previous part number C-30-181 now superseded by C-30-183 

LS400 1998-00 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-194  

LS430  2001-06 TOY48 
Coded cylinder – cars 
without Smartkey only 

C-30-501 For cars with Smartkey replacement locks available from Lexus dealers only. 

LS460, 
LS600H 

2007-19  Pushbutton start, replacement locks available from Lexus dealers only. 

LX450 1996-97 LXP90P Coded cylinder C-30-188  

LX470 1998-00 LXP90P Coded cylinder  
C-30-193 
(DWO) 

The lock with LXP90P keyway is no longer produced.    Substitute locks with 
different keyways are available as follows: 
C-30-157  using TR47 keyway 
C-30-192  using TOY48 keyway 
These locks cannot be rekeyed to the original car key and come with non-
transponder work keys only.    The original transponders must be recovered 
and reused or new transponder keys cut and programmed to the car. 

LX470 2001-02 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-192  

LX470 2003-08 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-502  

RX300 1998-03 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-192  

RX330, RX350, 
RX400H 

2003-08 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-507  

SC300, SC400 1992-00 LXP90P Coded cylinder C-30-185  

SC430 2002-12 TOY48 Coded cylinder C-30-191 Previously listed as C-30-504 superseded to C-30-191 

 
Models not listed use pushbutton start.    ASP supplies parts only for mechanical ignition locks. 

  
Scroll down for more 

  



LEXUS IGNITION LOCKS 
 

Which tumblers and keying kits to use: 
The chart below lists which tumblers and keying kits to use according to which key blank the 
lock uses.     

 

Key Blank Tumbler Tumbler Tumbler Tumbler Tumbler Tumbler Keying kits and Notes 

LXP90P 
TOY40 
“Lexus 
long key” 

#1 depth 
full size 
P-30-110 

#2 depth 
full size 
P-30-111 

#3 depth 
full size  
P-30-112 

#4 depth 
full size 
P-30-113 

#4 depth 
full size 
alternate 
P-30-114 

#5 depth 
full size 
P-30-115 

A-30-110 keying kit 

#1 depth 
split does 
not exist 

#2 depth 
split  
P-30-116 

#3 depth 
split 
P-30-117 

#4 depth 
split 
P-30-118 

#5 depth 
split 
P-30-119 

 

TOY48 
“Lexus 
short key” 

#1 depth 
split 
P-30-121 

#2 depth 
split 
P-30-122 

#3 depth 
split 
P-30-123 

#2 depth 
alternate  
split 
P-30-124 

  

A-30-115 keying kit 
 
Also note that some code listings use depths 1,3,5 instead of 
1,2,3.   In that case our #2 is their #3, and our #3 is their #5 
 
The no. 2 alternate is used when necessary, if the P-30-122 
does not work in a particular chamber use the P-30-124. 

 

Tumbler springs: 
Over the years we have sold tumbler springs under several different part numbers.    As there 
are very minor differences between the springs used in most Japanese and Korean locks, we 
have consolidated the various springs as follows: 

P-00-100 -  currently active part number -  100 springs per pack 

Part numbers previously used, now superseded to P-00-100 

P-16-105  P-30-108 
P-19-100  RP6546 
P-20-105  RP6612 
P-20-115  RP6731 
P-24-105  RP6822 
P-30-105 
 
 


